The multifunctional baby stroller instruction

R for Rabbit
Stroller-Chocolate Ride

WARNING: Please follow all of these instructions to ensure the safety of your child. Keep these instructions for future reference.

WARNING: Failure to follow these instructions could result in serious injury or death. Avoid serious injury from falling or sliding out. Always use the safety harness and insure that the child is properly positioned according to these instructions.

WARNING: Never leave child unattended.

Description of Parts.

- Reversible handle
- Specious body work
- Three adjustable back rest
- Removable front tray
- Can stand up when folded brake
- Big bottom basket, brake
- Link brake
- Front wheel shock suspension and can be directional
- Five points safety harness
1. Open the stroller

① See the picture above and as shown in arrow 1. Take it off from the stroller first, then replicate with another lock as arrow 2.
② See the picture above and make sure that the hands-ike was locked in the plastic part firmly.
③ Press button.

2. Canopy installation

① See the picture above and press plastic parts of canopy downwards from both side to open and on contrary to close canopy.

3. Dining plate installation

① See the picture above and insert the interface part into the hole firmly on both the sides to fit dining plate.
② Press the bottom switch to put out the dining plate.

4. Rear wheel installation

① As shown in picture above, put the front wheel shaft in the part coming out from footrest. The clip pin will be locked.
② Press the clip pin to remove the front wheel apart.

5. Front wheel installation

① As shown in picture above, put the front wheel shaft in the part coming out from footrest. The clip pin will be locked.
② Press the clip pin to remove the front wheel apart.

6. Beverage cup installation

① As shown in picture above, set the cup on handle firmly.
② Put the brakes on the front wheel to stop stroller when used with reversible handle.
7. Front wheel directional
   As shown in picture above, put the directional parts upwards and then clip it in the shaft directional canal so the front wheel can be directional instead of unlocked.

8. Brake Set
   As shown in picture above use the brake for locking and unlocking.

9. Foot rest
   Press the two buttons on the side simultaneously of the foot rest to move it up or down.

10. Safety belt instruction
    There are five point seat belts could protect your baby’s safety.
    Before use the seat belt, make sure that all of the buckle are fixed as shown in the figure.
    Adjust length of safety belt accordance to baby’s need. Place the crotch belt between baby’s legs and buckle up the belts. To release the safety belt, press both ends of the buttons and pull out the straps from the buckle.
    Warning: Always use the crotch strap in combination with the waist belts.

11. Backrest adjustable
    As shown in picture pull the steel support to adjust the backrest in upward or downwards position. It can be adjusted in 3 position.

12. Close the stroller
    As shown in picture open the covers on the side of canopy and pull the hook inside and push forward the handle to close the stroller. Fix the lock hook as shown in picture and stroller will be standing position while folded.
POINTS TO BE TAKE CARE:

Please strictly observe below points to avoid any accident

1. Avoid serious injury from falling or sliding out by always using safety harness which is provided.
3. Never carry stroller along with child in stroller.
4. Please avoid usage of stroller on escalators, sand beach, uneven roads and mud.
5. Don't let child to stand on the stroller.
6. Never allow more than one child at a time in the stroller
7. Maximum weight load 15KGS.
8. Never hang anything on canopy or handle as this may cause the stroller to become unstable.
9. Do not overload the basket. Maximum load weight is below 3KGS.
10. Ensure locking parts are locked before using stroller.
11. To prevent the stroller moving put the brakes.
12. In order to avoid baby getting injured, when the handle reversible, don't let the child's arm to put within the scope of handle's activities. Check carefully the handle has been fixed after it has changed forward position.
13. Regularly check all screws, bolts and nuts.
14. Do not let your stroller near by fire.
15. This is stroller is designed for a child 6 to 36 months.

MAINTENANCE:

To avoid risk of injury to your baby, please check and maintain the stroller periodically.

Please use soft brush to brush the stain, please use the household soap or mild wash to wash it when it be dirty.
Regularly inspect the locking devices, breaks, wheels, harness assembly, catches, seat adjusters, joints and fixings to ensure they are secure and in full working order. If there is something wrong, please change it.
Please assemble and detach it according to the instruction.